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1. INTRODUCTIOS 
In this paper several useful topologies and their associated convergenccs 
are considered for spaces of multivalued dynamical systems. These topologies 
are required in a model of game dynamics recently constructed by the 
author [4]. They also have man\- other uses and are of considerable interest in 
themselves. 
Here a multivalued dynamical system is defined in terms of an attainability 
set mapping F(x, , t, , t) on a complete, locally compact metric state space X. 
With the omission of the backwards extendability axiom, Kosin’s axiomatic 
scheme [7] is used and the resultant systems called general semidynamical 
systems (GSDS). Topologizing a space of these GSDS is not a straightforward 
exercise in function space topology due to the mixed assumptions of upper 
semicontinuity in initial conditions and continuity in time of GSDS. 
Three classes of set-valued mappings are considered in the sequel: ;‘u, the 
class of all GSDS on a state space S; C, the subclass of those GSDS on S 
which are actually continuous in (x 0 , t, , 1); and (5, a class of mappings on Y 
which contains 3 and has no continuity restrictions. Topologies arc t&t dcfincd 
on Q and then their restrictions to 0: or 5 taken. Of particular interest arc 
topologies on Q for which (I and 3 are closed subsets of 6, that is, topologies 
which preserve the properties of GSDS. 
Terminology used in this paper is listed in Section 2 and the axiomatic 
properties of GSDS in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to topological prelimi- 
naries, in particular, to two topologies on the collection K of all nonempty 
compact subsets of S. These are the Hausdorff metric topology- Y [3] and 
the Ponomarev topology :Ip [6]. Th e significance of the latter is that upper 
semicontinuity with respect to the Hausdorff metric topology X is precisely 
continuity with respect to the Ponomarev topology .Y. 
In Section 5 the topology Fr of pointwise convergence with respect to the X’ 
topology on K is defined on CC, [3]. Convergence F,, ---tF in (CC, Fr) is equivalent 
to pointwise convergence F”(.N, t, .x) -+F(s, t, s) in (K, Z’) for all (N, t. X) in 
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the domain of definition 1’ of the mappings in (ri. The obvious disadvantage 
of the Fr topology is that neither 0 nor 5 is Fr-closed in 8. 
Topologies of continuous convergence are considered in Section 6 [I, 31. 
This is a straightforward matter for Q as continuous convengence there is 
FJs, , t, , sy) +F(x, 1, s) in (K, 2) for all nets (xy , t, , s,) - (x, t, s) in 1-. 
As 1. is a locally compact metric space, this is equivalent to convergence in 
the compact-open topology Y2 on 05 with respect to the X topology on K. 
Continuous convergence for 3 is somewhat trickier due to the mixture of 
upper semicontinuity in initial conditions and continuity in time of its elements. 
In fact, it must be written as the intersection [3, p. 761 of two convergences, 
namely,F,(x, , t, , s,) +F(x, t, 5) in (K, g) for all nets (x’, , t, , s,) ---f (x, t, s) in I-, 
and F”(.x, t, s,,) -+F(x, t, s) in (K, X) for all nets (x, t, .Y,,) ---f (x, t, X) in 1- which 
are constants in their first two coordinates. The first of these is in fact con- 
vergence in the compact-open topology .X3 on Q with respect to the .Y topology 
on K. The second is convergence in the modified compact-open topology F4 
on (5, with respect to the 2 topology on K, which takes into account the 
pointwise nature of the convergence in the first two coordinates. The inter- 
section of the above two convergences corresponds to convergence in the union 
& u F4 of topologies ZJ and F4 . Th e restrictions of these continuous con- 
vergence topologies, F2 to (5 and ZJ u Y4 to ip, obviously have many uses in 
the theory of multivalued dynamical systems. As with the pointwise convergence 
topology Fr , they are not strong enough to ensure that 0 is X&osed in (Fi or 
that $j is $3 u &closed in (5. 
To overcome this a topology F5 of uniform convergence on compacta is 
introduced on (5 in Section 7 [1, 31. C onvergence here corresponds to 
F”(X) t, s) -tF(x, t, s) in (K, X) uniformly in (x, t, s) E ,-2 for all compact 
subsets r3 of Y. The union of topologies Z2 u JY~ is then strong enough to 
preserve the Z-continuity in the limit of a net of GSDS from Cr, and, as is 
shown in Lemma 1, also the semigroup property of a GSDS. Consequently (5 
is a ,F2 u &-closed subset of Q. Similarly, T1 u F4 u JY~ preserves the mixed 
continuity properties in the limit of a net of GSDS from 5, but an example is 
given to show that such a limit need not satisfy the semigroup property of a 
GSDS, so 5 is not a & u Y4 u F5-closed subset of 6. 
In Section 8 a semigroup preserving topology Ye is defined on tij and 5 is 
shown to be a ZJ U F4 u Jy5 u &-closed subset of Q. \Yith topology FG, 
05 is in fact homeomorphic to another space of set-valued mappings with a topol- 
ogy of pointwise convergence in (K, %). An example of a & u y4 u 9i5 u T6- 
convergent net of GSDS from 8 is given in Section 9. 
This paper is closely related to [9], although the concern there is with the 
properties of the attainability sets of a single ordinary differential equation 
without uniqueness. In both papers the local compactness of the state spaces 
plays a crucial role. 
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2. NOTATION 
The multivalued dynamical systems considered in this paper have as their 
state space a complete, locally compact metric space X7 with metric (i. Their 
domain of definition 
is, with an appropriate product metric, also a complete, locally compact metric 
space. The system are in fact mappings from Y into K, the collection of all 
nonempty compact subsets of XT. Occasionally, it will be convenient to use the 
space 
P = u ((Y, t, s, r) E A- x [w-r- x Rf )’ , . s ;> t;. 
Subsets of X, Y and P are denoted by Latin capitals A, B,...; subsets of K 
by bold face capitals A, B,...; and spaces of mappings F: I’-, K by German 
capitals 6, iF; and Q. Topologies are denoted by script capitals, 2 and 9 on K 
and ~9~ (s z 1, 2,..., 6) on CC. Subspace topologies on 0 and 3 are written 
ys 1 6 and yq j 5, respectively. 
The Hausdorff metric p on K is defined as 
where 
p(.-l, B) = max[p*(A, B), p*(B, L4)), 
and 
p”(A, B) = mas{p(a, B); a E Al 
p(a, B) = min{d(a, b); b E B]. 
For each E > 0, E-neighborhoods of a compact subset d of X are defined 
in X and K, respectively, as 
and 
S(A, l ) == {BE K i p*(B, A) -C ~1, 
Finally, if F: T---t K and if A is a nonempty subset of Y we write 
F(A) = u {F(N, t, s) j (x, t, s) E =1] 
and, in particular, if (x, t, s, r) E f, 
F(F(x, t, s), s, r) -7 (J (F(J, s, Y) I y EF(X, t, s)). 
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3. GENERAL SEMIDYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
A general semidynamical system (GSDS) on a state space X is given in terms 
of an attainability set mapping F: Y---f K, where for each (~a, t, , t) E Y the 
set F(x, , t, , t) is the totality of points in S which can be reached at time t 
from an initial position x0 at time t, . Such a mapping is assumed to satisfy 
the following five properties: 
(I) F: Y----f K has domain of definition I-; 
(II) Initial condition: F(x, , t, , to) = {x0) for all (~a , t, , to) E Y; 
(III) Semigroup property: F(x, , t, , t2) := F(F(;(x, , t, , tl), t, , L) for all 
( x0 ) t, ) t, , t2) E f; 
(11.) F is upper semicontinuous in (x,, , f ,  , t) E 1. with respect to the 
Hausdorff metric: given E > 0 there is a 6 = 8(~, x0 , t, , t) > 0 such that 
P”P+‘, , f, , 0, F(q, , t, , 9) < c 
for all (~.‘a , t’, , t’) E Y satisfying d(x’, , x,J < 6, / t’, - t, j < 6 and 1 t’ - t 1 < 6; 
(V) F is continuous in t 3 t, for each t, > 0 and x,, E X with respect 
to the Hausdorff metric: given E > 0 there is a 6 = a(~, x0, t, , t) > 0 such that 
for all t’ > t, satisfying 1 t’ - t / < 6. 
But for the time periods considered these are well-known properties of the 
attainability sets of ordinary differential equations without uniqueness and 
contingent equations (e.g., [S, 91). With minor variations they have been used 
by many authors as the axioms of multivalued dynamical systems (e.g., [5,7, IO]). 
For greater generality, neither connectedness of the attainability sets (i.e., 
Kneser’s theorem) nor any backwards extendability axiom (e.g., [7, Axiom IV]) 
has been assumed. The latter is generally not satisfied by stochastic systems [SJ 
nor in the game theoretic model of the author [4]. The assumption of infinite 
forwards extendability considerably simplifies the statemeht of the results of 
this paper. Stochastic systems show that it is not incompatible with the omission 
of any backwards extendability axiom. The upper semicontinuity property (I‘cT) 
is often stated, equivalently but for our purposes less conveniently, as upper 
semicontinuity in initial conditions (X u , 2,) uniformly on compact time intervals 
t, < t < t, [7, Lemma 4.11. For many systems, such as .e = .vQ3 on X = R, 
it cannot be strengthened to continuity in (x0 , t, , t). 
We denote by $j the class of all such general semidynamical systems on a 
state space ,Y. The subclass 0: consists of all “continuous” GSDS on *V, that is, 
all those satisfying (I)-(III) and the strengthened continuity property: 
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(IV’) F is continuous in (x,, , t, , t) E Y with respect to the Hausdorff 
metric: given c > 0 there is a 8 =: S(E, x,, , t, , t) > 0 such that 
for all (xfO , t’s , t’) E Y satisfying d(x’, , x,,) < 6, t’, - t, j < S and / t’ - t i < 6. 
As a larger class of mappings containing both K and 3 we consider (5, the 
class of all F: Y--f K with F(.F(x, t, s), s, Y) E K for all (x, t, s, I-> E 1”-. The 
qualifying condition may seem unusual here, but will simplify matters con- 
siderably when we consider the semigroup preserving topology 7, in Section 8. 
That 0.C 5 C Q f  o 11 ows from their definitions and [7, Theorem 4.31 or [9, 
Lemma 71. 
4. TOPOLOGICAL PRELIMINARIES 
The pointwise convergence and compact-open topologies are two useful 
topologies that can be considered on a class 21 of functionsf: 23 W between 
topological spaces [l; 3, Chap. 71. The pointwise convergence topology is 
generated by subbasic sets of the form {f~ $21 1 f(a) E U} for all z E 2 and all 
open U C W. As its name suggests, convergence of a net f,  --fin this topology 
is equivalent to pointwise convergence f”(z) ->f(z) in W for all z E 2. The 
stronger compact-open topology is generated by subbasic sets of the form 
(A, U) = (fE ?I (f(A) c U} f  or all compact A C 2 and open UC W. I f  (22 
consists of continuous functions and if 2 is locally compact and Hausdorff, 
convergence of a net f,,-f in the compact-open topology is equivalent to 
continuous convergence, f,,(zy) -+f(z) in W for all z, --+ z in 2 [I, Theorem 41. 
The problems facing us here are due to the mixed continuity properties (IV) 
and (V) of general semidynamical systems. 
First, we consider two topologies on K, one of which is the Hausdorff metric 
topology 8. The other is due to Ponomarev [6] and is denoted by 9. It was 
defined by Ponomarev in terms of a system of neighborhoods of the form 
{BEKIBCO(A))f or all A E K and all open neighborhoods O(A) of A in X. 
By the compactness’ of A and the local compactness of X, for each O(A) there 
is an E > 0 such that S(A, c) C O(A). C onsequently, an equivalent neighborhood 
system for the Ponomarev topology are the S(A, G) for all A E K and all E > 0. 
From this perspective it is easily seen that B is weaker than Z, being in fact 
never nontrivially a Hausdorff topology (i.e., Tr in Kelley’s terminology [3]). 
Moreover, the mappings F: Y---z K which are continuous with respect to the B 
topology on K are precisely those which are upper semicontinuous with respect 
to the Hausdorff metric. This is the reason for our interest in the 9 topology. 
It should be noted that when XC Rn the B topology is Sell’s $ topology 
[9, p. 3741. 
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Second, we consider the union of topologies and the intersection of con- 
vergences on 8 [3, p. 761. Th’ is is because, for example, we cannot express the 
analogous statement of continuous convergence of GSDS in 5 succinctly as 
one convergence. If  & and & are two topologies on (5, by their union .Fa u yb 
we mean the stronger topology whose subbasic sets are those of either 5‘7, or ?* . 
I f  h, and h, are two convergences on 6, corresponding to topologies Fa and ~9, 
respectively, by their intersection h, n h, WC mean the totality of nets and 
limits belonging to both h, and h, . Clearly, A, n h, is the convergence associated 
with topology ya u rb. Finally, restricting to a subspace, say 5, it is clear that 
Kcu%)I~=(zI8)u(~l8) and (4, n 4,) i g = (b I 5) n (h I 5). 
5. THE POINTWISE CONVERGENCE TOPOLOGY 
The topology 5i on 0, of pointwise convergence with respect to the Hausdorff 
metric topology X on K is generated by subbasic sets of the form 
{FE CC IF(x, t, s) E U} 
for all (x, t, s) E Y and all s-open U C K. Convergence of a net F, -+F in 
(Q, 9J is equivalent to pointwise convergence Fv(x, t, s) +F(x, t, s) in (K, Z), 
that is, 
for all (x, t, s) tz Y. 
p(Fv(‘z*, t, 4 F(x, t, ~1) + 0 (4) 
Since (K, &?) is a metric space, 5r is obviously a Hausdorff (T1-) topology. 
In fact, it is the topology of a uniformity [3, p. 2201. This is also true for the 
subspace topologies ri 1 6 and ri 1 8. 
A major shortcoming of this pointwise convergence topology y1 on 8 is 
that neither 6 nor 3 is a yl-closed subset of 8. This is most easily shown using 
simple modifications of classical examples from analysis for which the continuity 
property (IV’) or (V) is not satisfied by the limit. An example in Section 8 
shows that the semigroup property (III) need not be preserved in the limit 
under pointwise convergence either. 
The corresponding topology on 8 of pointwise convergence with respect to 
the Ponomarev topology 9 on K is not a Hausdorff (T,-) topology and is thus 
of little use in the theory of multivalued dynamical systems. 
6. CONTINUOUS CONVERGENCE TOPOLOGIES 
The compact-open topology .Zs on 8 with respect to the X topology on K 
is generated by subbasic sets of the form 
(A,U) ={FEQ IF(x,t,s)EU,V(x,t,s)EA} 
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for all compact A C 1. and all Z-open U C K. It is clearly a stronger topology 
than F1 . 
Convergence F,, - FF of &?-continuous mappings in 6 under this compact- 
open topologv Z2 is, bv ken’s Theorem 4 [I], equivalent to continuous con- 
vergence F,.(x,, , t,, , s,) -iP(.z, f ,  s) in (K, X), that is, 
for all nets (-YV , f ,  , s,) 4 (x, t, s) in I-. Conscquentiy our interest here in topology 
X2 is in its restriction Z2 / 0 to the class (5 of “continuous” GSDS, with con- 
vergence in ~T2 ) (F; being equivalent to the restriction of continuous convergence 
A, to 0, that is, A, j Cc. 
‘l’he mixed continuity properties (I\.) and (V) of the GSDS in 3 cannot be 
expressed in terins of a single topology on K and hence the analogous statement 
to A, of continuous convergence of such mappings in 6 cannot be expressed 
succintly as a single convergence. Rather, it must bc written as the intersection 
A, n A, of two concergenccs A, and A, where: 
P”(F,.f% , t,. , s,), F(s, t, s)) --r 0 V:J 
for all nets (x, , t,, , s,.) - (x, t, s) in I;; and 
for all nets (.Y, t, s,) --t (s, t, s) in 1, i.e., nets which are constants in their first 
two coordinates. 
The first of these, A:, , accounts for the upper semicontinuity property (IV). 
It is in effect continuous convergence of Y-continuous mappings. The second, 
A, , accounts for property (1’) and is a mixture of pointwise convergence in the 
first two coordinates and continuous convergence in the third with respect to 
the 2 topology on K. 
The compact-open topology F3 on Q with respect to the +’ topology on K 
is generated by subbasic sets of the form 
(*-I, U) == (FE 6 ! F(N, t, s) E u, V(s, t, s) E ‘4: 
for all compact ,-l C IV and all Y-open U C K. It is not a Hausdorf? topology. 
We are interested in its restriction Y< j 3, convergence in which is equivalent 
to Y-continuous convergence of GSDS A:, : 3. 
=2 modification of the compact-open EL on 6 is the topology YJ generated 
by subbasic sets of the form 
(.-I) U) =- {F E (5 F-(x, 1, s) E u, V(s, t, s) E A ; ( 
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for all compact sets .+I C I’ of the form d - {x) x {tj x B for some .V E S, 
t E R-7 and compact 3 C [t, CO), and for all X-open U C K. ClearIy F4 is 
stronger than Fr , but weaker than Fa. Moreover, convergence F, -+ F of 
a net of mappings in 6 satisfying property V of a GSDS is equivalent to con- 
vergence A,. In particular, convergence in its restriction F4 I ;T- is equivalent 
to 4 I 5. 
Combining these two topologies, we see that their union (& u .YJ 5 is 
the topology of continuous convergence (A, n h4) 1 3 of GSDS in 5. It is 
stronger than the pointwise convergence topology .Fr / 3 but \\-eaker than 
.YYA / 3. Similarly, (y? u &) 1 (I; is weaker than Zz i 0. 
An indication of the usefulness of these continuous convergence topologies 
&, 1 tX and (Fa u .YJ 1 8 of GSDS is given by that of their counterpart for 
(semi) dynamical systems with uniqueness (e.g., [2]). Their main shortcoming 
is that (5 is not a Fa-closed subset of 6 and 5 is not a JYZ? u +zlosed subset 
of 6. This can be shown in the same way as for the Fr topology. 
7. THE UNIFORM CONVERGENCE OK CONPACTA TOPOLOGY 
From the well-known fact in analysis that the limit of a pointjvise or con- 
tinuous convergent net of continuous functions need not be continuous, we 
have seen that neither (5 nor 5 is a closed subset of 6 in the topologies 
(Fr , X2 , Fa u &) so far considered. Here we introduce a uniform convergence 
on compacta topology F5 [I; 3, p. 2291 in the hope that K is Z1 u .F+loscd 
in 6 and that 5 is Fa u cF4 u &closed in 6. It turns out that only the first 
of these is true. 
a4 net (Fy) in (5 is said to converge uniformly on compacta to F in 6 if for 
each compact -4 C Y 
,@,(.I-, t, s), F(x, t, s)) --) 0 (4) 
uniformly in (x, t, 5) E -4. 
Regarding the elements of 6 as mappings from IT into the metric space 
(K, Y), we define a uniform structure on CC, in terms of basic sets of the form 
((Fl , F?) E (6 x 6 I p(F,(s, 5, s), F,(.x, t, s)) < E, V(s, t, s) E -4: 
for all compact d C 1’ and all E > 0. The topology of this uniformity is the 
topology F5 of uniform convergence on compacta for 6 [I, Sect. 9; 3, pp. 178, 
2291. It is obviously stronger than the pointwise convergence topolog!- 5 . 
Our main result in this section is: 
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Proof. Let [Fv] be a net in 6 which is A, r\ A, comergent to F in (6. $Ve will 
show that F E K. 
By definition ofF being in 6 it follows that F satisfies property (I) of a GSDS. 
From convergence A, n X, for each (x O, 1, , t,,) and from the fact that each 
GSDS 17,. satisfies the initial condition property (II), it follows that F also 
satisfies the initial condition property (11) of a GSDS. 
Sow for an!- net (.v,, , t,, , s,.) --, (mu, t, s) in \-, 
p(F(.\,. ) t, ) SJ, F(s, I, s)) 
’ p(E’(.1.,. , t,. , .JL), qq ) t, , .S”)) -, l)(F,,(‘lL*” ) t, ( s,.),F(x, t, 5)) - 0 . . 
by the local compactness of 1. and ,ir, for the first term and by A, for the second. 
Finally, F satisfies the semigroup property (III) of a GSDS because for each 
( x ,) , t,, , f ,  . f,) t T? thcte is a suhnct [FJ of [r;l.) such that 
p(F(.\.,, * f,, , fJ> q%.,, > t,, I f1>, 1, , t2)) 
: p(Fb 0 > 4, 7 fd, FCC % , t,, , f,‘)) + ~(l;;(~,, , 4, , cJ,Wbi~ , t,, , fl), t, , b)) -+ 0. 
‘I’his holds for the first term on account of convergence A, n Xj and for the 
second on account of the folloxing lemma. 
l,~r~arx I. Let tF,J be (I net in B which is A2 n A,-comergent to F in (5. Then 
for each (.Y,, , t,, , t, , t2) E f  there is n subnet (Fe] such thnt 
p(Fbo , t, 3 t,), Z;‘(Fh , 1, , t,), f ,  , td) + 0. 
Proqf. The lemma is proved in two parts. 
Part .I. 13~ compactness for each v  there is an .x,, t Fv(xO , t,, , t2) such that 
~“(Fd~o 1 f,, , ta), W’(G , t,, , td, f ,  > t,)) 
- z P(% , Wb,, , t, > fl), f ,  , f2)) - _ PC.\‘,. 1 .v) (7.1) 
for all .x EF(F(x,, , 1, , 1,), t, , f2). 
Now each F, satisfies the semigroup property (III), so there exists a 
IV,, E F,,(x, , t, , tJ such that s,, E F,(JJ, , t, , ts), and as 
p(y,> , F(xo , to , 1,)) z: p*(Fv(,~.o , t, , !d, W-o , f ,  , 4)) 
--f 0 by A, n Ai 
there is, by the compactness of F(xO , f,, , tl) and the local compactness of X, 
a subnet yn --f y,, E F(x, , f ,  , tI). Consequently 
P(.% , F(F(.r, 9 f,, , tl), t, 1 h)) < P(N, , F(3’” , t, , fz)) 
< P *(Fa(Ym > 4 1 f.?h w,, 1 4 1 t2)) 
-0 by AZ , 
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Thus by the compactness of F(F(x ,, , t, , tr), t, , tz) and the local compactness 
of X, there is a further subnet x, + x~F(F(xs , t, , tr), t, , tJ, and so by (7.1), 
This proves the first part of the lemma. 
Part B. ‘Il’e start with subnet {F”} from part A. Then by compactness, 
for each /3 there is a JJ,~ EF(F(~~ , t, , tJ, f ,  , t.J such that 
for any za ~Fa(x~ , to, tr), where we have used the semigroup property (III) of 
each GSDS F, . 
As yH E F(F(xo , to , tr), t, , t2) there is a zua E F(x, , to , tr) such that 
ya EF(ZC~ , t, , tz), and as F(x o, t, , tr) is compact, there is a subnet w,, + 
w. EF(x,, , to , tl). Thus 
P(Y, , F(wo , 5 , ta)) < P(?: , F(w., , t, , tz)) $ p*(F(w.p , t, , tp), F(w, , t, , t2)) 
= P*(F(w., 7 4 9 tz>> F(=o , t, , tz>> 
-0 by the Zcontinuity of F. 
By the compactness of F(ec, , t, , ta) and the local compactness of X, there 
is a further subnet ys + y. E F(zc, , t, , fa). &Ioreover, 
dwo ,Fcdxo > to 9 tl>) G ~*P’(xo 3 to > tAF&o > to , td) 
-+O by A, n A, 
so, by the compactness of the F (x 6 o , to, tJ and the local compactness of X, 
there is yet a further subnet at E FF(xo , to , tr) with 2, --f zco , Thus by (7.2) 
with the c-subnets, 
PVV'(~~ > to 9 tl>, t, , tz),F,b+o > to , tz)) 
< p(.vc , yo) + p*(F(wo , t, > tr), W, , 6 , tJ> 
-0 by~,andy,+yo. 
This completes the proof of the lemma and of the preceding theorem. Q.E.D. 
A close inspection of the proof for Lemma 1 shows that part A, though not 
part B, carries through when the net {F”} is taken in 3 and X, n A4 n A, con- 
vergence used. The following example shows that ha n A4 n A6 convergence is 
not strong enough to ensure that the limit F of such a net of GSDS satisfies the 
semigroup property (III) of a GSDS. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let .I7 be R with the usual topology and let (0, 1) be a set 
directed towards 0. A net [F, ; v E (0, 1)) of GSDS in 3 is defined for each 
Y E (0, 1) as follows: 
\t : t,, :. : .q3 
Fdxo > f, > t) = {x0) 
if I N1 ‘3 ” 1, ; t 
0 ,,z ;/ 
to 
:= {(t -1. I’>“; if t z: ,$j” - v > t, 
= ((t - f, + x;‘“)“] if t F: to and f, + v  > x0 1’3 > to 
= PO 9 t33 if t 3 to = X:/3. 
Such a GSDS F, is illustrated in Fig. I, from which it is easily deduced that 
t vl ‘17 I is A, n A, n &-convergent to F E A defined as follows: 
\ t > to I? xp 





‘X0 '*t>t 0 
= {t”f if t 3 3#3 > to 
= 1x0 9 t31 if t > to = x:“. 
This limit F satisfies properties (I), (II), (IV), and (V) of a GSDS. It does 
not satisfy the semigroup property (III), as can be seen, for example, from the 
fact that for t > 1 
F( 1, 0, t) = (t”) & F(F(l, 0, I), 1, t) = [1, t3]. 
Consequently 8 is not a X3 u Y4 u zj-closed subset of 6 here. 
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8. A SEMIGROUP PRESERVING TOPOLOGY 
To establish an analogous result to Theorem 1 for 8 we need to strengthen 
topology Ya u Y4 u Y5 to ensure that the limits of nets in 5 are GSDS, in 
particular, to ensure that they satisfy the semigroup property (III) of GSDS. 
It is here that we use the, until now unnecessary, qualifying condition on the 
mappings F in 6, namely, F(F(s, t, s), s, 1.) E K for all (s, f ,  s, 1’) E P. 
For each F in (5 we define P == i(F), where Ef: f  --) K, by 
1;5(x, t, s, Y) = F(F(x, t, s), s, r) (8.1) 
for all (x, t, s, r) E P. We also define 6 = i(Q). 
The pointwise convergence topology g6 on 6 with respect to the &? topology 
on K is generated by subbasic sets of the form 
jPEQ 1P(x, t,S,Y)EUj, 
for all (x, t, s, Y) E P and all X-open U in K. Convergence I;;, -*P in (6, $6) 
can be written 
&+“(X, t, s, Y), Qs, t, s, Y)) + 0 G3.2) 
for all (x, t, s, r) E P. 
Now consider the topology Y6 on 6 generated by subbasic sets of the form 
(FE 6 1 F(F(x, t, s), s, Y) E U) 
for all (x, t, s, r) E P and all %-open U in K. Clearly i: (6, &) -+ (6, L$) is a 
homeomorphism, so if F, -+ F in (6, &) the corresponding pP -+fl in (6, g6), 
that is, (8.2) holds. But in view of (8.1) we can write (8.2) as 
p(Fv(F@, f, 4 s, y>, F(F(x, f,  s>, s, 1.1) --> 0 (4J 
for all (x, t, s, Y) E P. In particular, when the Fv satisfy the semigroup prop- 
erty (III) of GSDS this can be written as 
P(F,(.Y t, y),F(F(s, f, 4, s, Y)) - 0 (8.3) 
for all (x, t, s, 7) E P. 
We thus have the following result. 
THEOREM 2. 3 is a & v 7% v YS u Y&dosed subset of 6. 
Proof. Let {FJ be a net in 5 which is h, f? A4 n h, n &-convergent to F 
in 8. Then F satisfies property (I) of a GSDS by definition and property (II) 
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by the fact that each I;; does and by, say, convergence A, for each (x0 , t, , to) t 1.. 
It also satisfies the semigroup property (III) of a GSDS because 
p(Q, 4 r),F(F(x, t, s), s, Y)) 
;;; p(F(x, t, Y), F,(x, t, r)) $ p(FJx, t, Y),F(F(x, t, s), S, rj) --f 0, 
for all (x, t, s, V) F 1’: by As or A, for the first time and by A, for the second. 
F satisfies property (I\‘) of a GSDS because 
p*(JVv , t, , s,), F(x, t, s)) 
< p*(F(s, , t, , s,,), F,,(s,. , t, , xv)) -i- ps:(Fv(x,, , t,, , s,.), F(x, f, s)) 
for all nets (x,, , t,, , sy) -A (.x, t, s) in 1. by A, and the l(JCal compactness of 1’ for 
the first term and by A, for the second. 
Finally, F satisfies property (V) of a GSDS because 
p(F(x, t, s,), F(x, t, s)) 
;< p(F(,x, f, s,), F,(s, t, s,)) ~-~ p(F,(s, 1, q), F(.v, t, s)) - 0 
for all nets (x, t, xy) --t (x, t, s) in I7 by A, and the local compactness of Y for 
the first term and by A, for the second. 
We have thus shown that F is a GSDS in 8, which proves the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
9. AN EXAMPLE 
Let X be @+ with the usual topology and let (0, 1) be a set directed towards 0. 
A net {F, ; v  E (0, 1)) of GSDS in 8 is defined as follows: 
F&q, , t, , t) =: {I/ -c ((x0 - v)~.‘~ -1 +(t - to))3] 
i 
s,, .Y L’, t $ t, > 0 
for 
(0 .-.:I, .’ 11, oqt,::i .T 
=_ [v, V i- &(t - t,,)3] for 0 z x0 : 1, 0 . [ t, <i 7 - t, 
where T is the smallest root greater than or equal to t, of 
($3 _ i(T - to))3 ~-- 1’. 
Such a GSDS F, is illustrated in Fig. 2, from which it is easily seen that {F,} 
is A, n A4 n A, n ha-convergent to the GSDS 
F(q, , t, , t) = {(x’,‘” $m &(t - to))“} for x0 -0, t;>t().zo 
== [O, &(t -- t,)3] for x0 0, t 2 t, > 0. 






Actually all of these GSDS are autonomous and each F, corresponds to the 
ordinary differential equation without uniqueness 
ti = cx - y)3i3 
on S. The limit F corresponds to the case 11 = 0. 
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